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A Method for Stereological Determination of the
Structure Function From Histological Sections

of Isotropic Scattering Media
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Abstract— The frequency-dependent ultrasonic backscatter
coefficient (BSC) from tissues, a fundamental parameter esti-
mated by quantitative ultrasound (QUS) techniques, contains
microstructure information useful for tissue characterization.
To extract the microstructure information from the BSC, the tis-
sue under investigation is often modeled as a collection of
discrete scatterers embedded in a homogeneous background.
From a discrete scatterer point of view, the BSC is dependent
on not only the properties of individual scatterers relative to the
background but also the scatterer spatial arrangement [described
by the structure function (SF)]. Recently, the 2-D SF was
computed from histological tissue sections, and was shown to be
related to the volumetric SF extracted from QUS measurements.
In this paper, a stereological method is proposed to extract
the volumetric (3-D) SF from 2-D histological tissue sections.
Simulations and experimental cell pellet biophantom studies were
conducted to evaluate the proposed method. Simulation results
verified the proposed method. Experimental results showed that
the volumetric SF extracted using the proposed method had a
significantly better agreement with the QUS-extracted SF than
did the 2-D SF extracted in the previous study. The proposed
stereological approach provides a useful tool for predicting the
SF from histology.

Index Terms— Acoustic scattering, backscatter coefficient
(BSC), stereology, structure function (SF).

I. INTRODUCTION

QUANTITATIVE ultrasound (QUS) techniques have been
investigated for tissue characterization in many organs

such as the eye [1], [2], prostate [3], kidney [4], heart [5], [6],
blood [7], [8], breast [9]–[12], liver [13], and lymph
nodes [14], and for various applications such as apoptosis
detection [15], [16], breast cancer characterization [17] and
treatment monitoring [18], liver steatosis detection [19]–[21],
and preterm birth prediction [22].

One of the QUS approaches utilizes signal processing
strategies to estimate the frequency-dependent ultrasonic
backscatter coefficient (BSC) from the radio frequency echo
data. The system- and operator-independent BSC contains
tissue microstructure information that is unavailable from the
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conventional gray-scale B-mode ultrasound images. A model-
based approach can be used to extract such information
from the BSC. Understanding the ultrasonic scattering mech-
anism(s) in biological tissues is thus essential for accurately
modeling the BSC and improving the sensitivity and specificity
of QUS techniques.

The tissue under investigation is often modeled as the
collection of discrete scatterers embedded in a homogeneous
background. Under the discrete scatterer assumption, the BSC
is dependent on the properties of individual scatterers relative
to the background, modeled by the form factor [23]. The BSC
is also dependent on the spatial arrangement of the scatterers
because of phase interference, described by the structure
function (SF) as a factor in the BSC expression [24], [25].
The form factor has been extensively studied. Various form
factor models (e.g., fluid sphere [23], Gaussian [23], spherical
shell [23], and concentric spheres [10], [26], [27]) have been
developed and applied to biological tissues. These models
yield tissue microstructure parameters such as the effective
scatterer diameter and effective acoustic concentration that are
sensitive to various disease conditions. In contrast, the SF has
not been sufficiently studied in the context of ultrasonic scat-
tering from tissues. The SF is related to the squared modulus of
the Fourier transform of scatterer positions. It approaches unity
if the scatterer positions are independent with each other, and
shows a frequency-dependent interference pattern when the
scatterer positions are correlated, for instance, when the scat-
terer concentration is high, or when scatterers are arranged in
special patterns. Originally developed in statistical mechanics,
the SF was first introduced in the field of acoustic scattering
by Twersky [24], [28], and first implemented for describing
biological scatterers by Fontaine et al. [25]. Subsequent studies
have shown that the SF has a strong effect on scattering in
aggregated red blood cells [29]–[32], cell apoptosis [33], [34],
concentrated tissue-mimicking phantoms [35], concentrated
cell pellet biophantoms [27], [36]–[38], and various solid
tumors [39]–[41].

Recently, the 2-D SF was calculated from histological
sections, and was shown to be related to the volumetric SF
extracted from QUS measurements [41]. Estimating the SF
from histology was pursued for several reasons. First, estimat-
ing the SF from histology has theoretical values of elucidating
the ultrasonic scattering mechanism(s) in biological media,
because the histology-derived and QUS-derived SFs can be
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directly compared. Second, it provides a basis to develop
analytical SF models for various tissue types. Third, it provides
a research tool to predict whether QUS-derived SF is sensitive
to a disease condition by analyzing the clinically available
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained histology.

While [41] demonstrated the correlation between histology-
derived and QUS-derived SFs, the agreement between the two
was not perfect. Indeed, the histology-derived SF was 2-D,
whereas the QUS-derived SF was volumetric (3-D). A critical
question to be answered is whether it is possible to derive the
volumetric SF from 2-D histological sections and (if possible)
how the performance of the histology-derived volumetric SF
compares with that of the simple 2-D SF.

To answer this question, a stereological method is proposed
herein to extract the volumetric SF from 2-D histological tissue
sections. The proposed method derives the 3-D SF from a 2-D
cross section by utilizing the relationship between SF and pair
correlation function and the stereological relationship between
2-D and 3-D pair correlation functions. The 3-D SF is derived
from the 3-D pair correlation function that is derived from
the 2-D pair correlation function calculated from a 2-D point
distribution. Simulations and experimental cell pellet studies
are also discussed to evaluate the proposed method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The the-
oretical background is introduced in Section II. Section III
describes the proposed method in detail. Section IV presents
the simulation that verifies the proposed method. Section V
applies the proposed method to cell pellet biophantom data
and discusses the method. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. THEORY

A. Backscatter Coefficient

When a plane wave of unit amplitude is incident on a
scattering volume V that contains N discrete scatterers, the far-
field response behaves as a spherical wave [23]

ps(r) = eikr

R

N∑

j=1

� j (K)eiK·r j (1)

where ps(r) is the scattered acoustic pressure at position r,
R = |r|, r j is the position of the j th scatterer, and k is
the propagation constant (k = ω/c where ω is the angular
frequency and c is the propagation speed). The factor � j (K)
is the complex scattering amplitude of the j th scatterer,
and K is the scattering vector with the magnitude given by
|K| = 2k sin(θ/2), where θ is the scattering angle (θ = π
for backscattering). � j is dependent on the properties of
individual scatterers relative to the background.

The differential cross section per unit volume σd (i.e.,
the power scattered into a unit solid angle observed far from
the scattering volume divided by the product of the incident
intensity and the scattering volume) may be expressed as

σd (K) = R2 Is

V I0
= 1
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where Is and I0 denote the scattering intensity and incident
intensity, respectively.

BSC is defined as the differential cross section per unit
volume in the backscattering direction (|K| = 2k).

B. Structure Function

If the scatterers are spatially uncorrelated, the phase
terms eiK·r j in (2) are also uncorrelated. The differential cross
section per unit volume for this case is expressed as

σd,incoherent(K) = 1

V

N∑

j=1

|� j (K)|2. (3)

If the scatterers are spatially correlated and the scattering
amplitudes � j (K) are identical for all the scatterers, then (2)
may be simplified as

σd (K) = n̄|� j (K)|2 1
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where n̄ = N/V is the number density of the scatterers.
Dividing (4) by (3) yields the SF

S(K)= 1
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(5)

An SF of unity corresponds to uncorrelated random scatterer
positioning, and SF values above unity mean constructive
interferences, whereas values below unity mean destructive
interferences due to the scatterer positioning.

C. Pair Correlation Function

In statistical mechanics, the pair correlation function g(r),
also called radial distribution function, describes the statisti-
cal distribution of a system of particles (or scatterers). Pair
correlation function of a system of particles is a measure of
the probability to find a particle in a shell of thickness dr at
the distance r away from a given reference particle, relative
to that for an ideal gas (where particle positions are assumed
to be uncorrelated with each other).

Pair correlation function is introduced herein because it is
related to the SF by [24]

S(K) = 1 + n̄
∫

[g(r) − 1]e−iK·rdr. (6-a)

For 2-D and 3-D isotropic cases, (6-a) can be expressed as

SA(2k) = 1 + 2π n̄ A

∫ ∞

0
[gA(r) − 1]r J0(2kr)dr (6-b)

and

SV (2k) = 1 + 4π n̄V

∫ ∞

0
[gV (r) − 1] r2 sin(2kr)

2kr
dr (6-c)

respectively, where the subscripts A and V represent 2-D
(area) and 3-D (volume) quantities, respectively, n̄ A is the 2-D
number density (number of section disks per unit area), n̄V is
the 3-D number density (number of particles per unit volume),
and J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
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D. Stereology

Quantitative stereology attempts to characterize 3-D features
of the microstructure using 2-D cross sections of materi-
als or tissues. The mathematical foundations of quantitative
stereology can be found in [42].

For an isotropic distribution of nonoverlapping spheres, the
relationship between the area (2-D) pair correlation function
gA(r) and the volumetric (3-D) pair correlation function
gV (r) can be expressed in the form of Hanisch’s integral
equation [43], [44]

gA(r) =
∫ ∞

0
fV (x, t)gV (

√
r2 + x2)dx for r ≥ 0 (7-a)

where

fV (x, t) = 2

(dV + t)2 ×
∫ ∞

0
(1 − DV ([|x − u| − t]+))

× (1 − DV ([x + u − t]+))du

for x ≥ 0 (7-b)

where [x]+ = max{x, 0}, dV is the mean sphere diameter, DV

is the cumulative density distribution of the sphere diameter,
and t is the section thickness.

For the special case of monodisperse spheres, (7) is simpli-
fied to

gA(r) = 2

(dV + t)2

∫ dV +t

0
(dV + t − x)gV (

√
r2 + x2)dx

for r ≥ 0. (8)

III. PROPOSED STEREOLOGICAL METHOD

A. Overview of the Proposed Method

Following the theories reviewed in Section II, a four-step
stereological method is proposed to extract the volumetric
SF from histological sections, under the assumption that the
scatterers are nonoverlapping and spherical in shape, and the
3-D spatial distribution is isotropic.

Step 1: Process the histological image by applying shrinkage
correction and fitting circles to the scatterers on the image.

Step 2: Calculate the 2-D pair correlation function using the
fitted circle centers.

Step 3: Estimate the 3-D pair correlation function from the
2-D pair correlation function by numerically solving Hanisch’s
integral equation.

Step 4: Calculate the 3-D SF from the 3-D pair correlation
function using (6-c).

The details are explained step by step in the remaining of
Section III.

B. Histological Image Processing

A typical procedure to obtain histological images involves
fixing the biological material (e.g., tissue) with some fixa-
tive (e.g., buffered formalin) for a certain period of time,
embedding the fixed sample in paraffin, sectioning the paraffin-
embedded sample, mounting the tissue sections on glass slides,
and staining the tissue section (typically with H&E). The
fixing step introduces tissue shrinkage. For instance, neutral-
buffered formalin fixation has been shown to reduce the

linear dimension of the cells, nuclei, and whole tissue by
approximately 10% compared to fresh samples [45], [46]. This
shrinkage effect may be corrected by applying a shrinkage
factor that is appropriate for the types of fixative and tissue
under investigation.

In addition to shrinkage correction, a critical step in his-
tological imaging processing is to fit circles to hypothetical
scatterers on the histological image. The fitted circle centers
are needed for 2-D pair correlation calculation in Step 2, and
the fitted circle diameters will be used for sphere diameter
estimation that is needed in Step 3.

The scatterer of interest is determined case by case. In cell
pellet biophantoms (cells embedded in bovine plasma and
thrombin clot [26]) and solid tumors, the scatterer of interest
can be the cell nuclei or whole cells. If there is more than
one candidate scatterer, then each candidate can be evaluated
separately. In this case, the proposed method may also serve as
a tool for identifying the scatterers from multiple candidates.

There are various circle fitting algorithms available in image
processing, and the Hough transform is a practical method
for finding circles. The Hough transform circle finding is
implemented in the MATLAB library function “imfindcircles”,
which is used in this paper.

C. 2-D Pair Correlation Function Estimation

The 2-D pair correlation function gA(r) is estimated using
the algorithm described in [47] and briefly summarized as
follows. The algorithm starts with choosing a distance step
size dr that is small enough to avoid blurring any important
structure in the pair correlation function curve while large
enough to avoid counting too few scatterers in every step.
For each distance r at which gA(r) is to be calculated, each
scatterer center is chosen in turn as a reference point. The
number of centers that are at a distance between r and r + dr
away from the reference center is counted, and averaged for
all the reference centers. This number is then normalized by
2πrdr (the area of the ring), and divided by the average
number of centers per unit area. For reference centers near the
image edge, the circle of some radius r may extend outside
the image. This edge effect is correctly accounted for by
determining how much angular extent of the circle lies within
the image.

D. 3-D Pair Correlation Function Estimation

The 3-D pair correlation function is estimated from the
2-D pair correlation function by solving Hanisch’s integral
equation. A stereological estimation of the sphere size is
needed before Hanisch’s integral equation can be solved. The
mean sphere diameter dV is a parameter in (7) and (8), and
the sphere diameter distribution DV appears in (7).

If the planar section has zero thickness, a simple stereolog-
ical estimator for the mean sphere diameter dV is [44]

d̂V = Nπ

2

/ N∑

i=1

1

di
(9)
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where di is the diameter of the i th disk measured from a planar
section, N is the total number of disks on the planar section.

If the section thickness is nonzero, the mean sphere diam-
eter dV is estimated as follows. The moments of the sphere
diameter distribution are related to the moments of the disk
diameter distribution by [48]

n̄V τi = n̄ A

∞∑

k=0

pikσi+k

tk+1 , i = 0, 1, . . . (10)

where τi is the i th order moment of the sphere diameter
distribution (i.e., τ0 = 1, τ1 = dV ), σi+k is the (i + k)th order
moment of the disk diameter distribution measured from 2-D
sections, t is the section thickness, and the coefficients pik are
defined by

pi,0 = 1

pi,k = (−1)k
k∏

j=1

[
1

2
�

(
i + j + 1

2

)
�

(
1

2

)

/
�

(
i + j + 2

2

)]
, k = 1, 2, . . .

where � is the gamma function. Applying the moment rela-
tionship (10) for i = 0 and i = 1 yields an estimator for the
mean sphere diameter for the case of nonzero thickness

d̂V =
∞∑

k=0

p1kσ1+k

tk+1

/ ∞∑

k=0

p0kσk

tk+1 . (11)

Equations (10) and (11) are used in the simulation study
(Section IV) for t = 0 and 3 μm, respectively. Equation (11) is
used in the biophantom study (Section V) for the histological
sections with t = 3 μm.

There are no simple estimators available for the sphere
diameter distribution function DV , although model-based
methods are available to estimate the sphere diameter dis-
tribution by assuming various distribution models [44], [48].
A monodisperse distribution is used in this paper for sim-
plicity. Although the cell or nucleus diameter has a finite
distribution, the distribution is considered narrow enough to
be modeled as a monodisperse distribution for the purposes
of solving Hanisch’s integral equation, as verified by the
simulation study discussed in Section IV.

Hanisch’s integral equation is solved numerically. The
numerical solution under the zero thickness condition was
described in [49]. The numerical solution for a nonzero
thickness is derived as follows. Making a change of variables
z = (r2 + x2)1/2 to (7-a) and assuming that the function
gV (z) remains sufficiently constant over some small interval
[z − δz/2, z + δz/2], the integral equation (7-a) is changed to
the matrix equation

gA(r) = 2

(dV + t)2

∑

z≥r

gV (z)I (z, r) (12)

where

I (z, r) =
∫ z2

z1

fV (z, t)du

z1 =
{√

(z − δz/2)2 − r2, (z − δz/2)2 > r2

0, otherwise

z2 =
{√

(z + δz/2)2 − r2, (z + δz/2)2 > r2

0, otherwise.
(13)

The integral I (z, r) is dependent on the sphere diameter
distribution. For the special case of identical sphere diameters,
we have

I (z, r) = (min{z2, zmax} − min{z1, zmax})
×[dV +t−0.5(min{z2, zmax}+min{z1, zmax})] (14)

and

zmax =
√

(dV + t)2 + r2. (15)

The matrix equation (12) has desirable numerical properties.
The matrix I (z, r) is upper triangular, and is also strongly
diagonal for large values of r , which makes the numerical
solution practical.

E. Volumetric Structure Function Estimation

The 3-D SF is calculated through (6-c) using the 3-D pair
correlation function estimated in Step 3. The 3-D number
density n̄V in (6-c) needs to be estimated prior to using (6-c).
The 3-D number density n̄V is related to the 2-D number
density n̄ A by [44]

n̄V = n̄ A/(dV + t) (16)

where the 2-D number density n̄ A is estimated through circle
fitting in Step 1 and dV is estimated using (10) (zero thick-
ness) or (11) (nonzero thickness).

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation Overview

Simulations were performed to evaluate the proposed
method under various sphere diameters and diameter dis-
tribution widths, and with zero and nonzero section thick-
nesses. The simulations also serve the purpose of assessing
the monodisperse distribution approximation used to solve
Hanisch’s equation for spheres having a distribution similar
to that of cells and nuclei. Also, the robustness of the model
is studied through simulation.

The overall idea of the simulation study was to computa-
tionally generate a 3-D distribution of nonoverlapping spheres,
calculate the volumetric SF from the 3-D distribution as the
ground truth, estimate 2-D SF and 3-D SF from 2-D slices of
the 3-D volume, and compare the estimated 2-D and 3-D SFs
with ground truth.
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Fig. 1. (a) Probability density functions of the four simulated sphere radius distributions. (b) Simulated 3-D volume of spheres (a = 6.7 μm, z = 51.9) with
a volume fraction 60%. The direction of the z-axis is indicated by the arrow. (c) 2-D slice of zero thickness generated from the 3-D volume shown in (b).

B. Simulation Methods

The radii of the simulated spheres followed a �-distribution,
with a probability density function

fz(x) = 1

z!
(

z + 1

a

)z+1

x ze− (z+1)x
a (17)

where a is the mean radius and z is a parameter inversely
related to the distribution width (a larger z corresponding to a
narrower distribution). Four size distributions were simulated
[Fig. 1(a)]: 1) a = 6.7 μm, z = 51.9; 2) a = 7.3 μm,
z = 65.8; 3) a = 8.9 μm, z = 31.9; and 4) a = 6.7 μm,
z = 25.

The spheres were randomly distributed in a cube of a
given size 400 μm × 400 μm × 400 μm [Fig. 1(b)]. The
volume fraction of the spheres was 60%. The random sphere
packing algorithm used was a modified forced-biased algo-
rithm that is suitable for the high-volume fraction genera-
tion [41]. No sphere overlapping was allowed. The periodic
boundary condition was used. Ten slices of the same thickness
(0 or 3 μm) perpendicular to the z-axis of the simulated cube
were picked. Each slice was then a distribution of polydisperse
disks [Fig. 1(c)].

The ground truth 3-D SF was calculated from the sim-
ulated cube using (5). The 2-D SF was calculated from
each of the slices using (5). Then the proposed stereological
method was applied to each slice to yield a 3-D SF esti-
mate. A monodisperse distribution was assumed when solving
Hanisch’s equation.

C. Simulation Results and Discussion

The disks on the simulated 2-D slice [Fig. 1(c)] appear to
have a greater size distribution than those of the spheres in the
cube [Fig. 1(b)]. A small fraction of disks have radii close to
0 because of the slicing effect.

The 3-D SF estimated from the slices using the proposed
method agreed well with the ground truth calculated directly
from the volume for all the four simulated mean sphere
radii and sphere radius distributions [Fig. 2(a)–(d)] when the
slice thickness was zero, although the agreement for narrower
radius distributions [Fig. 2(a) and (b)] was slightly better than

for wider distributions [Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. The agreement
was not affected when the slice thickness was changed from
0 to 3 μm [Fig. 2(e), compared with Fig. 2(a)]. Furthermore,
the agreement remained when the estimated mean sphere
radius used to solve Hanisch’s equation was purposely reduced
by 10% [Fig. 2(f), compared with Fig. 2(a)], demonstrating
that the proposed stereological method is not sensitive to errors
in sphere size estimation.

In contrast, the 2-D SF estimated from the slices did
not agree as well with the ground truth 3-D SF. The 2-
D SF appeared to be shifted toward the lower frequency
end compared to the ground truth, which demonstrates the
fundamental difference between the 2-D and 3-D cases.

The simulation results also demonstrated that the monodis-
perse sphere assumption was acceptable when used to solve
Hanisch’s equation for spheres having a distribution similar to
that of cells and nuclei. Using the monodisperse assumption,
the 3-D SF derived from 2-D slices performed noticeably
better than the 2-D SF in terms of agreement to the ground-
truth 3-D SF. [Note: Both 3-D SF curves are extremely close
compared to the 2-D curve in Fig. 2(a)–(f).]

The 3-D SF computed using the stereological method cap-
tures the structure information within a spatial scale limited
by the maximum distance (rmax) for which the pair correlation
function was computed, because the last step of computing the
3-D SF involves integrating (from 0 to ∞) a term containing
gV (r) − 1 using (6-c). The estimated 3-D SF is unreliable for
frequencies lower than c/rmax if gV (r)−1 does not vanish for
r > rmax. The maximum distance rmax used herein was 84 μm,
which corresponds to a frequency of 18.3 MHz. Therefore,
the frequency range starts from 20 MHz in Fig. 2.

V. CELL PELLET BIOPHANTOM RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

A. Overview

The cell pellet biophantom [26] is a useful tool to study
ultrasonic scattering theories including the SF. Cell pellet
biophantoms were constructed by embedding a known number
of cells to a bovine plasma and thrombin clot. The concentra-
tion of the cell pellet biophantoms can be controlled. Sparse
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the 2-D SF estimated from 2-D slices
(average of 10 slices), 3-D SF estimated using the proposed method (average
of 10 slices), and the ground truth 3-D SF from the volume, for four sphere
radius distributions. (a), (e), and (f) a = 6.7 μm, z = 51.9. (b) a = 7.3 μm,
z = 65.8. (c) a = 8.9 μm, z = 31.9. (d) a = 6.7 μm, z = 25. The slice
thickness was 3 μm (e) or 0 (a)–(d) and (f). The estimated mean sphere radius
was purposely reduced by 10% when used to compute the 3-D SF from slices
in (f) to demonstrate that the method is robust to moderate errors in sphere
size estimation. This change was not applied in (a)–(e).

concentrations can be constructed to simulate the case where
the cell positions are uncorrelated, and the SF is negligible
(SF = 1). Dense concentrations can be constructed to mimic
the scattering from solid tumors [39].

Dense cell pellet biophantoms are used to further test the
proposed stereological method. The 3-D SF estimated from
histology using the proposed method can be compared with
the 2-D SF estimated from histology. Furthermore, both the
2-D and 3-D SFs can be compared with the “ground truth” SF
derived from QUS measurements. To derive the SF from QUS
measurements, a sparse cell pellet biophantom with unity SF
is constructed from the same cell line that is used to construct
the dense biophantom. “Ground truth” QUS-derived SF is then
obtained by taking the ratio of the dense biophantom BSC
normalized by number density to the sparse biophantom BSC
normalized by number density.

This paper uses existing dense cell pellet biophantom data
to test the proposed stereological method. Dense cell pellet
biophantoms were constructed in [37], where the QUS-derived
SF curves for those biophantoms were published. The his-
tology from that study is used herein to yield the 2-D and
3-D SFs. The details of the cell pellet biophantom experiments
were published in [37], and the experimental method is briefly
summarized in Section V-B for completeness.

B. Review of Biophantom Experimental Methods

The biophantoms were composed of a known number
of cells clotted in a mixture of bovine plasma and bovine
thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Three sets
of biophantoms were constructed, each made from a differ-
ent cell line: Chinese hamster ovary [CHO, American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) #CCL-61, Manassas, VA, USA],
13762 MAT B III (MAT, ATCC #CRL-1666), or 4T1 (ATCC
#CRL-2539). The mean cell (and nuclear) radii were 6.7
(3.4), 7.3 (3.9), and 8.9 (5.2) μm for CHO, MAT, and 4T1,
respectively. Two cell concentrations were constructed for each
cell line to be able to derive the SF for the dense biophantom
through QUS measurements. Three cell lines were used to
validate reproducibility. Each cell line has three realizations
to validate repeatability. QUS-derived SFs were obtained
over a broad bandwidth (20–100 MHz) using single-element
transducers. After ultrasonic data acquisition, the biophantom
sample was placed into a histology processing cassette and
fixed by immersion in 10% neutral-buffered formalin (pH 7.2)
for a minimum of 12 h for histopathologic processing. The
sample was then embedded in paraffin, sectioned, mounted
on a glass slide, and stained with H&E. An H&E-stained
section was viewed under light microscope (Olympus BX-51,
Optical Analysis Corporation, Nashua, NH, USA), and a
TIF format photograph was taken using the digital camera
(Olympus DP25) that was connected with the microscope. The
magnification of the objective lens was 40×. The digitized
image had a size of 1920 × 1920 pixels, with a resolution
of 5.72 pixels per micrometer. Therefore, the image covered
an area of 336 × 336 μm2 without shrinkage correction.

C. Application of the Proposed Stereological Method

The four-steps stereological method proposed in Section III
were implemented and applied to 45 histological images of
CHO, MAT, and 4T1 cell pellet biophantoms, 15 images per
cell line. Several implementation details are described and
discussed as follows.

A custom MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) applica-
tion was developed for semiautomatically fitting circles to cell
nuclei on histological images. Fitting circles on an image that
contains thousands of cells is challenging. Hough transform
circle finding does not work perfectly on histological images—
the circle is not always fitted to the cell nuclei. However,
it works well when the region of interest (ROI) contains only
few cells. Therefore, the challenge of circle fitting is addressed
by the developed GUI application that allows the user to draw
small rectangular ROIs that collectively cover the entire image.
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Fig. 3. (a) Digitized H&E-stained histological image (40×) of a high-concentration MAT cell pellet biophantom; the scale bar represents 50 μm without
shrinkage correction. (b) Fitted circles (red) and circle centers (green dots) superimposed on the same image.

Circle fitting was performed for each ROI by calling MAT-
LAB function “imfindcircles”. The GUI application allows
convenient ROI redrawing and result displaying to make sure
that the fitted circles are accurate. Shrinkage correction was
performed by assuming a 10% linear shrinkage caused by
neutral-buffered formalin fixation [45], [46].

Steps 2–4 of the proposed method were applied as described
in Section III. A 3-μm section thickness and constant scatterer
diameters were assumed.

To quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, the mean-
squared errors (MSEs) were calculated for the histology-
derived 3-D SF and the histology-derived 2-D SF, respectively,
using the QUS-derived SF as the reference standard. The MSE
was defined as

MSE =
M∑

i=1

1

M
[SFs( fi ) − SFr ( fi )]2 (18)

where SFs is the SF for which the MSE is to be calculated,
SFr is the reference standard, fi is the i th frequency point at
which the SFs are evaluated, and M is the total number of
frequency points. The MSEs were calculated for each image.

D. Results

An example of the circle fitting results generated using the
GUI application is presented in Fig. 3. Visual inspection of
Fig. 3 suggests that the GUI application yields accurate circle
fitting.

The 3-D SFs estimated using the proposed method are
presented in Fig. 4 for CHO, MAT, and 4T1 cell pellet
biophantoms, respectively. The corresponding 2-D SFs are
also presented for comparison. Each of these histology-derived
curves was the average of measurements from 15 images

(three histological sections × five images per histological
section). Error bars represent 1 standard deviation. The 2-D
SFs (Fig. 4) appeared to be shifted toward the lower frequency
end compared to the 3-D SFs, an observation that was also
made from the simulation results in Fig. 2. The improvement
of the 3-D SF over the 2-D one is therefore qualitatively
demonstrated through the comparison between Figs. 2 and 4 in
terms of the 2-D versus 3-D frequency shift.

The 3-D and 2-D SFs estimated from histology were also
compared with the QUS-derived SF in Fig. 4. The 3-D SF
appears to be closer to the QUS-derived than does the 2-D SF,
which is most noticeable for CHO and MAT and less notice-
able for 4T1 (likely due to the high polydispersity of 4T1). The
visual observation is also supported by quantitative assessment
in terms of MSEs (Fig. 5). The MSEs of the 3-D SFs were
statistically significantly lower than those of the 2-D SFs for
each cell line based on the Student’s t-test (p < 0.001),
suggesting that the 3-D SF estimated using the proposed
method had statistically significantly better agreement with the
QUS-derived SF than did the 2-D SF.

Note that the 2-D SFs in Fig. 4 were not the same as
those published in [41, Fig. 3]. The 2-D SF in [41] was
calculated from scatterer centers that were manually drawn.
Also, shrinkage correction was not applied in [41].

E. Discussion

The simulation and biophantom results show that the pro-
posed stereological method for 3-D SF is practical, and
yields improved SF estimation than simple 2-D SF estimated
from histology. The implementation of the proposed method
is straightforward when monodisperse spheres are assumed.
Therefore, the proposed stereological method is preferred to
the 2-D SF method.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between QUS-derived SF (dashed line), the 2-D SF
(solid line with squares) estimated from histology, and 3-D SF (solid line with
diamonds) estimated using the proposed method from histology for (a) CHO,
(b) MAT, and (c) 4T1 cell pellet biophantoms. Each histology-estimated curve
represents the average result obtained from 15 histological images obtained
from three histological sections (five images per section). Error bars represent
one standard deviation. The QUS-derived SFs were previously published [37].

Isotropic distribution and monodisperse spheres are the
primary assumptions for the implementation of the proposed
method. The isotropic assumption appears to be appropriate
for the cell pellet biophantoms (Fig. 3) studied herein. Also,

Fig. 5. MSEs of the histology-derived 3-D SFs and 2-D SFs relative to the
QUS-derived SF for CHO, MAT, and 4T1 cell pellet biophantoms. The MSEs
of the 3-D SFs were statistically significantly lower than those of the 2-D SFs
for all the cell lines.

the isotropic assumption holds for the microstructure of a
broad range of tissue types such as the liver and solid
tumors. However, there are also tissues that exhibit anisotropy,
for instance, muscles. The proposed stereological method is
not applicable for those tissues. New stereological methods
are needed for anisotropic media to take into account the
directional dependence of the underlying scatterer distribution.

The monodisperse sphere assumption was tested through
simulations. This assumption appears to be reasonable for pur-
poses of implementing the proposed method for the application
of biological cells. Alternatively, the proposed method may
also be implemented by assuming a distribution (e.g., lognor-
mal distribution) of the sphere size; such an implementation
is more sophisticated than the monodisperse implementation,
and is not exploited in this paper because the monodisperse
assumption was shown by simulation to be close enough.

The thickness of the tissue sections was 3 μm. The section
thickness parameter used in the proposed method should be
the minimum of the light microscope imaging system’s depth
of correlation [50] and the tissue section physical thickness.
The depth of focus was calculated to be much greater than
the tissue section thickness; hence a 3-μm thickness was
appropriate.

The SFs involved in the biophantom study were analyzed
based on the nuclei identified by the circle detection algorithm.
The SFs based on the whole cells were not evaluated. The cell
center and the nuclear center of the same cell are close but not
necessarily identical. Therefore, the 3-D SF calculated based
on the nuclei should be close to, but not necessarily identical
to, that calculated based on whole cells. It will be interesting
to evaluate the SFs based on whole cells in the future studies
using more advanced automatic cell segmentation algorithms.

The proposed stereological method may be useful in a
number of applications. In the QUS context, the method is
useful for elucidating the scattering mechanism(s) and iden-
tifying the primary scattering sites responsible for scattering.
For instance, the SF can be calculated separately for multiple-
candidate scattering sites to decide which one agrees with
the QUS measures. With widely available H&E-stained tissue
sections for various diseases, the proposed method can also
be used to predict the SFs of different disease conditions,
thereby predicting whether QUS would be sensitive to such
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conditions. Also, these histology-derived SFs provide a basis
to develop analytical SF models. Last, the proposed method is
not limited to acoustic scattering. It is also applicable to other
modalities, for example, electromagnetic scattering including
light scattering.

Although the proposed method improves the accuracy of SF
estimation from histology, the agreement between the resulting
3-D SF and the QUS-derived SF is still not perfect. Future
studies may be carried out to investigate such a difference in
order to improve the understanding of ultrasonic scattering in
tissues. Another direction for the future studies would be to
apply the proposed method to various disease conditions to
improve the QUS diagnostic ability using the SF.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed stereological method is feasible for estimating
the 3-D SF from histology. The proposed method yields a
more accurate SF estimate. The 3-D SF estimated using the
proposed method has a closer agreement with the QUS-derived
SF than does the 2-D SF. The stereological method will be
useful for improving the understanding of ultrasonic scattering
in tissues and for exploring the diagnostic capability of SF
using histology.
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